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Abstract—Role-based access control (RBAC) has been widely studied and applied in many domains including Software Defined Networks (SDN). Because the motivation behind adopting RBAC for SDN is to simplify the administration of network app authorizations, having an administrative model is a key component for managing the associations between different SDN entities, and thus determining the access rights of network apps. Currently, SDN environment is lacking such administrative model. Moreover, the operations provided by SDN services are coarse grained, which make it difficult to create administrative units necessary for access control administration. To address these problems, in this paper, we introduce an approach for creating custom SDN operations to extend the capabilities of SDN services and provide fine grained custom permissions specialized for the administration of access control in SDN. Then, with these extended features, we present SDN-RBACa, an administrative model to manage access control actions that define authorizations of network apps.

Through proof of concept prototype and use cases, we demonstrate the usability of custom permissions and show how custom permissions enable and facilitate the administration of access control in SDNs.

Index Terms—Software Defined Networking, Security and privacy, Access control, Formal models, Network security.

I. INTRODUCTION

The centralized SDN controller in conjunction with network operations provided by controller services result in a programmable network. This programmability allows network administrators to provide network services that enable more flexible, customized, and intelligent networking through apps. SDN offers the possibility for SDN apps to further extend the functionality of the network. These features and more make SDN suitable for technologies like Cloud Computing [1] and IoT [2].

Access rights of network apps must follow the minimum privilege principle. Recently, various methods have been proposed for adopting RBAC for the management of access rights of network apps [3]–[6]. Thus, administration of access rights of network apps is inevitable. In large SDNs and possibly large number of network apps, and with the possibility of an increased number of network services provided by the controller, the number of roles can be in the hundreds or thousands, and apps can be in the tens, hundreds or thousands. Managing permissions, roles, apps, and their interrelationships could be a tremendous task which need simplification.

In a prior work, we presented SDN-RBAC [3], a role based access control model for SDN apps. Because the motivation behind adopting RBAC [7], [8] for SDN is to simplify the administration of app authorizations, and because the most commonly carried out administrative activities in SDN-RBAC are maintaining the app-role and permission-role relations, in this paper we present an extension to SDN-RBAC operational model by introducing tasks, and then we present an administrative model, referred to as SDN-RBACa, for administering app-role and task-role relations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time in the literature a model is presented for the administration of access control in SDN.

For designing our administrative model, we adopt concepts from Uni-ARBAC [9] administrative model because it combines many of the administrative principles and novel concepts from many administrative models in the literature [10]–[16]. So, in our model, instead of administering individual permissions, permissions are combined into tasks which are assigned to roles as a unit. Moreover, roles and tasks are partitioned and assigned into administrative (or admin) units. Apps are assigned to app-pools from where individual apps are assigned to roles. Administrative users in an admin unit can assign apps to roles only if these apps (via app pools) and these roles are assigned to the admin unit in which this user is a member.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss related work. Section III describes administrative units in SDN. In Section IV, we describe an approach to create custom and proxy operations to enable the administration of access control in SDN. We discuss the concept of custom
permissions in Section V. Section VI describes the conceptual SDN-RBACa model and its formal definitions. In Section VII, we describe tasks and roles engineering for SDN using custom permissions. In Section VIII, we describe a proof-of-concept use case and its configuration. In Sections IX and X, we discuss implementation and performance evaluation of the operational model of SDN-RBACa. Finally, Section XI concludes the paper and outlines future work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

App authorization for SDN can be classified into two main categories. Firstly, permission-based app authorization which includes techniques wherein apps authorization is driven by direct permission-app assignment [17], [18]. The management of such authorization approach is a widely known problem. Secondly, role-based app authorization [3]–[6]. Because SDN’s motivation is to simplify network management, and because RBAC’s motivation is to simplify the administration of authorizations, it is very important to think about the administration of access control in SDN. However, none of the previous works addressed the administration of access control for SDN apps. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the administration of access control in SDN is discussed in the literature.

III. ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS IN SDN

A. The need for Administrative Units in SDN

Small SDN networks with small number of SDN apps and roles could be managed easily by a single administrator or a single admin unit that handles all network functions and all traffic types. As SDN networks grow larger with more apps, however, they become more complex and difficult to centrally manage all access control components and their associations by a single, fully-trusted administrative authority. Thus, access control administration has to be decentralized into multiple partially-trusted administrative authorities which are assigned appropriate power to change portions of the access control state. To satisfy this requirement, in our proposed administrative model, rather than having administrative roles, we adopt the concept of Administrative Units (AU) [9] to decentralize access control administration for SDN-RBAC [3].

In large SDNs, the need for specialized apps to deal with specific network traffic becomes more prominent. For example, Web load balancer, Web Firewall, VoIP load balancer, VoIP Firewall, etc. In order to be able to administer the associations between these apps and their roles, we have to engineer admin units based on the apps’ network functions and the corresponding access rights. For example based on traffic types or organizational entities (e.g., department in a campus network, tenant’s network slice, etc.).

Engineering of admin units requires that each admin unit manages an exclusive set of roles which is not under the authority of another admin unit. If administration is divided into multiple admin units, each specialized with one traffic type, for example Web admin unit, VoIP admin unit, Email admin unit, and FTP admin unit, this makes each admin unit responsible for managing exclusive set of roles that handle similar network functions. In this case, Web admin unit exclusively manages roles related to network functions that handle Web traffic. Similarly VoIP admin unit exclusively manages roles related to network functions that handle VoIP traffic. In another scenario, if admin units are divided based on organizational entities, multiple tenants for example, then each admin unit manages exclusive roles of one tenant. This admin unit authorizes SDN apps of this tenant (via role assignment) to independently operate on this tenant’s resources.

B. Granularity of SDN Network Operations

Practically, if a network operation provides access to a wide range of network resources, and these resources need to be managed by different admin units, this precludes the flexibility in engineering appropriate admin units. The flexibility stems from the presence of operations fine grained enough to provide the convenience in engineering set of roles exclusive for each admin unit.

Because engineering of admin units requires that each admin unit manages an exclusive set of roles and, to some extent, exclusive set of resources which can be accessed by permissions in these roles, it is vital for the operations/APIs exposed by the system under consideration to be fine grained enough to the level necessary to engineer these roles. Otherwise, engineering of such admin units will be infeasible.

Unfortunately, the current state of the art SDN controllers doesn’t provide such fine grained network operations. For example, an app with the permission to add a flow rule can insert a flow rule that manipulates any traffic type. Also, it can insert the flow rule in any switch reachable by the controller. From an administrative point of view, this precludes the coexistence of different admin units for access control in SDN. For example, to engineer Web AU and VoIP AU, it is necessary to engineer roles that only handle web traffic and other roles that only handle VoIP traffic. Each set of roles will be exclusively managed by its respective AU. Such capability is not possible by the native operations currently provided by SDN controllers.

A solution for this problem is to create refined versions of the the coarse grained operations in a way that satisfies the needs of fine grained access control for SDN apps, and enables engineering of various admin units necessary for access control administration. The refined version of an operation is called customized or custom operation as will be described in the following section.

IV. CUSTOM AND PROXY OPERATIONS

In this context, an SDN controller operation is a java API call submitted by an SDN controller apps to access network resources. We call these operations as target operations OP_{Target} since they are the current target by SDN apps and may be a target for the refinement process. We call the refined version as the custom operation OP_{Custom}. So, a custom operation is the refined version of a target operation.
In its simplest form, a custom operation can be created by first cloning the target operation, and then refining its code by adding a fine-grained check on the desired attributes based on which an admin unit is defined. For example, because a web admin unit manages web-related roles, this requires the existence of network operations that handle only web traffic and disallow treatment of other traffic types. Thus, the target operation is refined by first creating a cloned custom operation and then adding a check inside the custom operation to make sure that accessed objects are web-related only.

However, in this approach, if each custom operation will check for a specific type of traffic (e.g., web, voip, ftp, email), then multiple custom operations must be created, one for each traffic type. And because custom operations are exact copies of target operations, plus a refinement code added to it, this approach has some problems: i) it significantly increases the number of lines of the native code in SDN controller, ii) it requires extra effort in refining multiple very close custom operations for one target operation, and iii) it increases the compilation time of the controller’s code.

To avoid such problems, we create what we call proxy operations OProxy. Each proxy operation calls one custom operation and passes a parameter value based on which the refinement will be done. The general process for creating custom and proxy operations and their interaction is schematically depicted in Fig. 1. The process starts by cloning the target operation OPTarget that need to be refined. The new resulted operation OPCustom is modified first by adding a new formal parameter to its parameter list. Then it is further modified by adding statements to either check the accessed object against the refinement parameter value or adding statements to filter out unauthorized objects based on the refinement parameter value. Then multiple proxy operations OProxy can be created. Each OProxy contains a simple call to OPCustom, and is designed to pass a hard coded refinement parameter value. This call passes a parameter value to the custom operation based on which the refinement will be done and specific objects will be accessed. For ease of reference and access control review, the name of the proxy operation should reflect the parameter value passed to its custom operation. Proxy Operations can be considered as abstractions of custom operations.

By customizing the operations in such a way, a proxy operation becomes not only fine-grained, but also expressive, which makes the design of access control policy and its administration simpler. Fig. 2 shows an example of creating a custom operation addFlow(traffic) for addFlow operation and then creating three proxy Operations addWebFlow, addVoIPFlow, and addFtpFlow. Using proxy operations makes OPCustom and its refinement parameter abstract from the app.

V. CUSTOM PERMISSIONS

Custom permissions are those permissions that are created using proxy operations. For example, as depicted in Fig. 2, instead of using the coarse-grained target operation addFlow to create the permissions (addFlow, FLOW-RULE), we create the custom operation addFlow(traffic) and its proxy operations addWebFlow and addVoIPFlow, then we create the custom permissions (addWebFlow, FLOW-RULE) and (addVoIPFlow, FLOW-RULE) for adding flow rules that handle Web and VoIP traffic, respectively.

A proxy group is the group of all operations that invoke the same custom operation and pass different refinement parameter values. Members in a proxy group allow access to different set of objects. Therefore, permissions composed of different proxy operations in one proxy group allows for the creation of specialized roles. This enables exclusive role management by different admin units.

VI. SDN-RBACa MODEL

In this section, we describe the SDN-RBACa administrative model, along with its formal definitions. The overall structure of SDN-RBACa is illustrated in Fig. 3. We consider SDN-RBACa in two parts: the operational model for SDN-RBAC with respect to regular roles and permissions as well as tasks which will be introduced shortly, and the administrative model for administering the app role and task-role relations of the former. These are discussed in the following subsections.

A. Introducing Tasks

We view a task as a named set of several related permissions that represent a unit of network function for SDN apps. Adopting tasks for SDN-RBAC [3] has some administrative motivations. i) Because custom permissions (see section V) increase the number of total permissions currently available in the SDN controller, using tasks reduces the extra management
overhead entailed from these newly resulted custom permissions. ii) In role engineering process, task-to-role assignment is a more convenient abstraction than assigning individual permissions, especially when these permissions are related. Therefore, adopting tasks as a basic component in SDN-RBAC reduces administration overhead typically associated with managing fine-grained permissions. In the next subsection we show the SDN-RBACA operational model with tasks as a basic component.

### B. SDN-RBACA Operational Model

The sets and relations in the top part of Fig. 3 represent the SDN-RBACA operational model, which is slightly different from the SDN-RBAC model [3]. The most distinguished difference is that there is a level of indirection in role-permission assignment, so permissions are assigned to tasks and tasks are assigned as units to roles. Adopting tasks has several motivations, as discussed in Section VI-A. App-role assignment remains unchanged from SDN-RBAC. For simplicity, we have not considered the SDN-RBAC concepts of sessions and role activation.

The SDN-RBACA operational model is formalized in Table I. The first six components from item 1 specify the basic sets carried over from SDN-RBAC. TASKS is the set of tasks added to SDN-RBAC. The last three sets belong to the administrative model (see section VI-C). Item 2 specifies the assignment relations in the operational model including the additional components which effect the additional indirection between permissions and roles via tasks. Item 3 shows the type derived function and shows the authorized_perms function which formalizes the interaction between the permission-task and task-role assignments. The authorization function in item 4 specifies the authorization required for an app to exercise a permission and access an object, which is that the permission must be authorized to at least one role assigned to the app.

### C. SDN-RBACA Administrative Model

In this section we describe the SDN-RBACA administrative model illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 3, and formalized in Table I. First we use the notion of app-pools. Examples of app-pool include 'Web Load Balance Pool' and 'Web Security Pool' as will be described in the use case in Section VIII. Adopting app-pool facilitates the allocation of several apps that achieve similar network functions to an admin unit. The set of app-pools is denoted as AP. Apps are assigned to app-pools via the AAPA app to app-pool assignment relation which is formally specified in item 5 of Table I.

The set of administrative units is denoted as AU. SDN-RBACA requires that roles are partitioned into different admin units and each role is allocated to exactly one unit for administration. In other words, each admin unit manages an exclusive set of roles which is not under the authority of another admin unit. This roles partitioning is formally specified using the roles function in item 6 of Table I. The partitioning concept is further applied to tasks and app-pools via the tasks and app_pools functions in item 6 of Table I.

The result of roles, tasks, and app-pools partitioning is that an admin unit manages an explicitly assigned partition of roles, to which it can assign apps from an assigned partition of app-pools and tasks from an assigned partition of tasks. The outcome of this partitioning directly impacts the results of administrative user authorization functions specified in item 8 of Table I.

Assignment of administrative users to admin units can be done via the TA_admin or the AA_admin relation. An administrative user in TA_admin is authorized to perform the administrative actions which assign tasks to roles, while a user in AA_admin is authorized to perform the administrative actions which assign apps to roles. It should be mentioned that these capabilities can be separately assigned to two different administrative users, even though they assigned to one administrative unit. Such administrative actions bring apps
TABLE I

Formal Definition of SDN-RBAC Administrative Model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. **Basic Sets** | - APPS is a finite set of SDN apps.  
- OPS is a finite set of operations.  
- OBS is a finite set of objects.  
- OBTS is a finite set of object types.  
- PRMS \( \subseteq \text{OPPS} \times \text{OBTS} \), set of permissions.  
- ROLES is a finite set of roles.  
- TASKS is a finite set of tasks.  
- AP is a finite set of app-pools.  
- USERS is a finite set of administrative users.  
- AU is a finite set of administrative units. |
| 2. **Assignment Relations (operational)** |  
- PA \( \subseteq \text{PRMS} \times \text{TASKS} \), permission-task assignment relation.  
- TA \( \subseteq \text{TASKS} \times \text{ROLES} \), task-role assignment relation.  
- AA \( \subseteq \text{APPS} \times \text{ROLES} \), app-role assignment relation.  
- OT \( \subseteq \text{OBS} \times \text{OBTS} \), a many-to-one mapping of an object to its type, where \((o, t_1) \in \text{OT} \land (o, t_2) \in \text{OT} \Rightarrow t_1 = t_2\). |
| 3. **Derived Functions (operational)** |  
- type: (\(\text{rc OBS}\) \(\rightarrow\) \(\text{OBTS}\), a function specifying the type of an object.  
- authorized_perms: (\(\text{ROLES}\) \(\rightarrow\) \(2^\text{PRMS}\)), defined as \(\text{authorized_perms}(r) = \{p \in \text{PRMS} \mid \exists t \in \text{TASKS}, \exists r \in \text{ROLES} \land (t, r) \in \text{TA} \land (p, t) \in \text{PA}\}\). |
| 4. **App Authorization Function** |  
- can_exercise_permission: (\(\text{APPS}, \text{op}, \text{OPS}, \text{ob}, \text{OBS}\) = \(\forall r \in \text{ROLES}: (\text{op}, \text{type}(\text{ob})) \in \text{authorized_perms}(r) \land (a, r) \in \text{AA}\) \(\rightarrow\) True). |
| 5. **Administrative App-pools Relation** |  
- AAPA \(\subseteq\) \(\text{APPS} \times \text{AP}\), app to app-pool assignment relation. |
| 6. **Administrative Units and Partitioned Assignment** |  
- roles: (\(\text{au}, \text{AU}\) \(\rightarrow\) \(2^{\text{ROLES}}\), assignment of roles, where \(r \in \text{roles}(\text{au}) \land r \in \text{roles}(\text{au}_1) \Rightarrow \text{au}_1 = \text{au}_2\).  
- tasks: (\(\text{au}, \text{AU}\) \(\rightarrow\) \(2^{\text{TASKS}}\), assignment of tasks, where \(t \in \text{tasks}(\text{au}) \land t \in \text{tasks}(\text{au}_1) \Rightarrow \text{au}_1 = \text{au}_2\).  
- app_pools: (\(\text{au}, \text{AU}\) \(\rightarrow\) \(2^{\text{APP}}\), assignment of app-pool, where \(a \in \text{app_pools}(\text{au}) \land a \in \text{app_pools}(\text{au}_1) \Rightarrow \text{au}_1 = \text{au}_2\). |
| 7. **Administrative User Assignment** |  
- TA \(\subseteq\) \(\text{USERS} \times \text{AU}\).  
- AA \(\subseteq\) \(\text{USERS} \times \text{AU}\). |
| 8. **Administrative User Authorization Functions** |  
- canManage_task_role: (\(\text{USERS}, \text{a}, \text{TASKS}, \text{r}, \text{ROLES}\) = \(\exists \text{au} \in \text{AU}: (\text{a}, \text{au}) \in \text{TA} \land \text{a} \in \text{tasks}(\text{au})\) \(\rightarrow\) True).  
- canManage_app_role: (\(\text{USERS}, \text{a}, \text{APPS}, \text{r}, \text{ROLES}\) = \(\exists \text{au} \in \text{AU}: (\text{a}, \text{au}) \in \text{AA} \land \text{a} \in \text{app_pools}(\text{au})\) \(\rightarrow\) True). |
| 9. **Administrative Actions** |  
- assign_task_torole: (\(\text{USERS}, \text{a}, \text{TASKS}, \text{r}, \text{ROLES}\) = \(\exists \text{au} \in \text{AU}: (\text{a}, \text{au}) \in \text{TA} \land \{t, r\} \in \text{tasks}(\text{au})\) \(\rightarrow\) True).  
- revoke_task_fromrole: (\(\text{USERS}, \text{a}, \text{TASKS}, \text{r}, \text{ROLES}\) = \(\exists \text{au} \in \text{AU}: (\text{a}, \text{au}) \in \text{TA} \land \{t, r\} \in \text{tasks}(\text{au})\) \(\rightarrow\) True).  
- assign_app_to_role: (\(\text{USERS}, \text{a}, \text{APPS}, \text{r}, \text{ROLES}\) = \(\exists \text{au} \in \text{AU}: (\text{a}, \text{au}) \in \text{AA} \land \{a, r\} \in \text{app_pools}(\text{au})\) \(\rightarrow\) True).  
- revoke_app_fromrole: (\(\text{USERS}, \text{a}, \text{APPS}, \text{r}, \text{ROLES}\) = \(\exists \text{au} \in \text{AU}: (\text{a}, \text{au}) \in \text{AA} \land \{a, r\} \in \text{app_pools}(\text{au})\) \(\rightarrow\) True). |

and permissions together and, in some critical SDN networks, they are best to be done by different network administrators.

Item 8 of Table I specifies the authorization functions for administrative users. The function canManage_task_role returns whether a given admin user can assign/revoke a given task to/from a given role. The requirement is that this user must be assigned as TA_Admin to the unique admin unit which has exclusive authority over this role and this task.

Similarly, canManage_app_role is an authorization function that returns true or false. This function specifies the conditions for a given user to assign/revoke a given app to/from a given role. The requirement is that this user must be assigned as AA_Admin to the unique admin unit which has exclusive authority over this role and over an app-pool to which this app is directly assigned via AAPA relation.

The last item in Table I formalizes the four administrative actions to assign/revoke a task to/from a role or an app to/from a role. This supports the reversibility principle which requires that administrative actions should be reversible. If an administrative user makes a mistake, they can go back.

VII. TASK AND ROLE ENGINEERING FOR SDN USING CUSTOM PERMISSIONS

In the following two subsections, we discuss the process of engineering tasks and roles using custom permissions. The abstract process is illustrated in Fig. 4 and an example is described in Section VII-B.

A. Engineering Tasks and Roles using Custom Permissions

Because each custom permission is created using a proxy operation, it enables access to a specific fine grained resource known prior to the task or role engineering process. Now, let’s compare the use of target operations with proxy operations in creating a permission. As shown in Fig. 4, the three proxy operations (x11, x12, x13) are resulted from refining the target operation op1, and each one provides access to a resource with higher granularity compared to the target operation op1. This makes the custom permission p1 = (x11, ot) more fine grained compared to using op1 to create the same permission, i.e., (op1, ot), where ot is the object type. In turn, because we assign the custom permission p1 to task t1, this makes t1 a fine grained, or more specialized, task. Again, this is compared to using op1 in the first place to engineer the same task. As shown in Fig. 4, task t1 is engineered with the three custom permissions p1, p4, and p7 created using the proxy operations x11, x21, and x31, respectively. Each one provides more fine grained access, and thus makes task t1 more fine grained compared to using the target operation op1, op2, and op3 to create the same task. Notably, this process allows for the creation of more specialized tasks like t2 and t3 in the same way.

The granularity of access resulted from using proxy operations to create custom permissions escalates to roles. For example, roles r1, r2 and r3 in Fig. 4 provide more fine grained...
and specialized access to network resources. Now, imagine that we want to engineer three admin units au1, au2, and au3, each specialized with managing resources accessed by t1, t2, and t3, respectively, then we simply assign each task and to its respective admin unit, and do the same thing with roles r1, r2, and r3. On the contrary, starting the process with op1, op2, and op3 to engineer these roles and tasks preclude the possibility of creating the required admin units.

B. Custom Permissions with ‘Flow Mod’ Role

In this section, we use the ‘Flow Mod’ SDN role as an example to illustrate the creation of nine proxy operations for three target operations, namely, addFlow, deleteFlow, and readFlow. The example is depicted in Fig. 5. These target operations allow network apps to access flow rules that handle any type of traffic. However, if it is required to have three admin units, each specialized with one type of traffic, namely, Web, VoIP, and FTP, and if users in these three admin units assign the three target operations to apps (via permissions, tasks, and roles), this means that an app, specialized with Web flows for example, might unauthorizedly access flow rules that handle non-Web traffic, and thus cause threats to the network.

To solve this problem, we refine the three target operation addFlow, deleteFlow, and readFlow and create nine proxy operations classified into three proxy groups addFlowTraffic, deleteFlowTraffic, and readFlowTraffic as shown in Fig. 5. Each proxy operation in a proxy group can handle only one traffic type. Now, for the ‘Web Admin Unit’, which is specialized with Web traffic, three custom permissions, namely, (addWebFlow, FLOW-RULE), (deleteWebFlow, FLOW-RULE), and (readWebFlow, FLOW-RULE), will be created by picking the web-related proxy operation from each proxy group. These three custom permissions contribute to the engineering of the web-related tasks ‘Web Traffic Forwarding’ and ‘Web Flow Viewing’, which will be under exclusive authority of ‘Web Admin Unit’. These two tasks will be assigned to the role ‘Web Flow Mod’, which also will be under exclusive authority of the same admin unit. This role can be assigned only by administrative users who are members in ‘Web Admin Unit’ to apps that handle web traffic and can be managed, via app-pools, by the same admin unit, such as ‘Web Intrusion Prevention’ app. The same idea applies to ‘VoIP Flow Mod’ and ‘FTP Flow Mod’ roles.

VIII. PROOF OF CONCEPT USE CASES

A. Basic Use Case - Web Admin Unit

In this section we discuss a proof-of-concept use case to demonstrate the use of custom permissions in enabling the administration of SDN-RBAC. The use case is configured in the SDN-RBACa administrative model as shown in Table II. The use case describes a scenario in which we have one admin unit, called ‘Web Admin Unit’. This admin unit is specialized in managing web resources. It exclusively manages five web-related roles as listed in the set ROLES in item 1 of Table II. It also exclusively manages ten web-related tasks listed in the set TASKS. All these roles and tasks provide access to web resources, such as flow rules that handle web traffic, packet-in headers and payloads that contain web traffic, web pool servers, statistics about web flows, etc. These resources can be accessed via twenty six custom permissions as listed in the set PRMS. All these custom permissions are created using the proxy operations listed in the set OPS. The admin unit ‘Web Admin Unit’ manages the two web-related app-pools ‘Web Load Balance Pool’ and ‘Web Security Pool’ listed in the set AP. Members in these two pools are the three network apps, ‘Web Intrusion Prevention’, ‘Web Application Firewall’, and ‘Web Load Balancer’, specialized in web traffic, and thus require access to web resources. The apps are listed in the set APPS. The relation between the two app-pools and the three apps are specified in the AAPA relation shown in item 3 of Table II.

The functions roles, tasks, and app_pools in item 4 show the partitioned assignment of the five web-related roles, ten web-
TABLE II
CONFIGURATION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE MODEL FOR THE USE CASE DESCRIBED IN SECTION VIII-A.

1. Basic Sets
- APPS = {Web Intrusion Prevention App, Web Application Firewall App, Web Load Balancer App}.
- OBTs = {PI-PAYLOAD, PI-HEADER, FLOW-RULE, LB-POOL, LB-MONITOR, LB-VIP, LB-POOL-MEMBER, FLOW-STATS}.
- OBS = set of all objects of types PI-PAYLOAD, PI-HEADER, FLOW-RULE, LB-POOL, LB-MONITOR, LB-VIP, LB-POOL-MEMBER, and FLOW-STATS.
- USERS = {web_functions_admin_user, web_apps_admin_user}.
- AU = {Web Admin Unit}.

2. Assignment Relations:
- PA = {(readWebPacketInPayload, PI-PAYLOAD), (readWebPacketHeader, PI-HEADER), (readWebRule, FLOW-RULE)} × {Web Deep Packet Inspection Task} ∪
  (readWebPacketHeader, PI-HEADER), (readWebRule, FLOW-RULE)} × {Web Packet Header Inspection Task} ∪
  (readWebRule, FLOW-RULE)} × {Web Flow Viewing Task} ∪
  (insertWebRule, FLOW-RULE), (updateWebRule, FLOW-RULE), (deleteWebRule, FLOW-RULE)} × {Web Traffic Forwarding Task} ∪
  (createWebPool, LB-POOL), (listWebPools, LB-POOL), (removeWebPool, LB-POOL), (updateWebPool, LB-POOL)} ×
  {Web Server Pool Management Task} ∪
  (createWebMonitor, LB-MONITOR), (listWebMonitors, LB-MONITOR), (removeWebMonitor, LB-MONITOR),
  (updateWebMonitor, LB-MONITOR)} × {Web Server Monitor Management Task} ∪
  (createWebVip, LB-VIP), (listWebVips, LB-VIP), (removeWebVip, LB-VIP), (updateWebVip, LB-VIP)} × {Web Pool VIP Management Task} ∪
  (createWebMember, LB-POOL-MEMBER), (listWebMembersByPool, LB-POOL-MEMBER), (removeWebMember, LB-POOL-MEMBER),
  (updateWebMember, LB-POOL-MEMBER)} × {Web Pool Member Management Task} ∪
- TA = {(Web Deep Packet Inspection Task, Web Packet Header Inspection Task) × {Web Packet-In Handler}} ∪
  (Web Packet Header Inspection Task) × {Web Packet Monitor} ∪
  (Web Flow Viewing Task, Web Traffic Forwarding Task) × {Web Flow Mod} ∪
- AA = {(Web Intrusion Prevention App) × {Web Packet-In Handler, Web Flow Mod} ∪
  (Web Application Firewall App) ×
  (Web Packet Monitor, Web Flow Mod) ∪
  (Web Load Balancer App) × {Web Flow Mod, Web Load Balancing, Web Stats Collector}}.
- OT = {all payloads in packet-in message, PI-PAYLOAD}, (all packet header objects, PI-HEADER), (all flow-rules, FLOW-RULE),
  (all server pools, LB-POOL), (all server monitors, LB-MONITOR), (all pools virtual IPs, LB-VIP), (all pool members, LB-POOL-MEMBER),
  (all flow statistics in flow rules, FLOW-STATS)}.

3. App-pools Relation:

4. AU and Partitioned Assignment:
- app_pools(Web Admin Unit) = {Web Load Balance Pool, Web Security Pool}.

5. Administrative User Assignment:
- TA_admin = {{web_functions_admin_user, Web Admin Unit}}.
- AA_admin = {{web_apps_admin_user, Web Admin Unit}}.
related tasks, and two web-related app-pools to the admin unit ‘Web Admin Unit’. This admin unit has two administrative users, web_functions_admin_user and web_apps_admin_user. The former is authorized, via TA_admin relation, to assign/revoke tasks to/from roles, and the later is authorized, via AA_admin relation, to assign/revoke apps to/from roles. These two relations are specified in item 5 of Table II.

B. Extended Use Case - Multiple Administrative Units

In this section, we describe an extension to the use case of Section VIII-A and show how we can use multiple proxy operations from each proxy group to engineer multiple admin units. The use case is depicted in Fig. 6 with the two admin units ‘Web Admin Unit’ and ‘VoIP Admin Unit’.

The VoIP-related tasks in Fig. 6 are engineered in the same way Web-related tasks are engineered. VoIP-related tasks are engineered using custom permissions which are created using VoIP-related proxy operations. For example, three custom permissions, namely, (addVoIPFlow, FLOW-RULE), (deleteVoIPFlow, FLOW-RULE), and (readVoIPFlow, FLOW-RULE) will be used to engineer the tasks ‘VoIP Traffic Viewing’ and ‘VoIP Traffic Forwarding’. Both of these tasks will contribute to the engineering of ‘VoIP Flow Mod’ role.

Using the same approach, we can create other admin units, for example, ‘Ftp Admin Unit’ and ‘Email Admin Unit’. It is clear that, by the power of proxy operations and the custom permissions created from them, it becomes more flexible to create more admin units, each one specialized with different type of traffic.

Table III shows examples of administrative user authorizations corresponding to some administrative actions based on the extended use case in this section. The table shows the results of the authorization function. The use case assumes the existence of four administrative users assigned to the two admin units as specified in Table IV.

IX. IMPLEMENTATION

To demonstrate the effectiveness of custom permissions with our access control model, we implemented a prototype on Floodlight, a Java based SDN controller. We developed and ran the prototype in Floodlight SDN controller v1.2 release [19]. The Floodlight platform is deployed on a virtual machine that has 8GB of memory and runs on Ubuntu 14.04 OS installation. We created a topology with three virtual switches (Open vSwitch v2.3.90) connected to each other and each switch is connected to two hosts. Switches are connected to the...
controller and hosts are virtual machines that has 2GB and run Ubuntu 14.04 OS server. We implemented the access control using AspectJ [20], a seamless aspect-oriented extension to Java. AspectJ ensures that all access requests (i.e., calls to proxy operations) from apps are intercepted by our access control components. This system can be deployed to all other Java-based SDN controllers.

We created a simple test app, WebTestApp and assigned it to the role ‘Web Flow Mod’. Thus, it can access web flow rules only. We designed the app to insert a flow rule with the matching field TCP:DST equals to the SMTP port 25. Our refined custom operation addFlow is designed to consider ports 80 and 443 for web traffic. As a result, the proxy operation addWebFlow allows only ports 80 and 443 to be used for flow rule insertions and denies any rule with other ports. The purpose of this test app is to demonstrate how our access control system checks custom permissions and rejects unauthorized access. We created a flow rule and set the TCP:DST match field to 25 using the Java instruction: `matchbuilder.setExact(MatchField.TCP.DST, TransportPort.of(25));`. This causes an access violation since the TCP port number failed the refinement check in the custom permission addFlow. A screen-shot of the output console is shown in Fig. 7.

### X. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of our access control system utilizing custom permissions, we created a test app and selected fifty proxy operations, from which we created fifty custom permissions. These custom permissions are assigned to eighteen tasks and ten different roles. We incrementally assigned these roles to the test app which runs in one session. Despite the fact that this app doesn’t require all these roles, the purpose of this test is to check the overhead caused by our access control on the system’s performance by reporting...
the execution time with different security policies. We change the security policy by changing the active role set of the app’s session. In the first security policy one role is assigned to the session’s active role set, in the second policy two roles where assigned, and so on until ten roles.

For each security policy, the session executes all fifty proxy operations. The system is set to compute the authorization delay imposed by the access control components to finish execution and make an access control decision for each proxy operation submitted by the session. The timer starts when the call is intercepted by AspectJ hook, and stops when the access decision is calculated based on the available custom permissions for the session. The total time is calculated for all fifty proxy operations. We repeated this test hundred times for each security policy. For overhead comparison, we performed the same test on SDN-RBAC, but without custom operations. The average elapsed authorization times calculated for SDN-RBACa operational model and the SDN-RBAC model are reported as shown in Fig. 8. It should be noted here that delay times does not include floodlight’s boot-up time, the time for loading the policy and creating the corresponding relations.

This evaluation shows that the authorization check of the SDN-RBACa operational model takes an average of 0.0252 ms on the floodlight controller while SDN-RBAC takes 0.0245 ms on average. As a result, the SDN-RBACa operational model adds an overhead of around 2.9% to the authorization framework. This observed latency is negligible. Therefore, we believe that the operational model of SDN-RBACa with custom permissions introduces acceptable overhead to the controller for the sake of access control administration.

XI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced an approach for creating custom SDN operations to extend the capabilities of SDN services and provide fine grained custom permissions specialized for the administration of access control in SDN. Then, we presented, SDN-RBACa, an administrative model to manage the associations between network applications and other access control entities. Through proof of concept prototype implementation and use cases, we demonstrated the usability of custom permissions and showed how custom permissions enable and facilitate the administration of access control in SDNs.

In future work, the custom permissions can be further refined and demonstrated in practical use cases and implementations of the administrative model.
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Fig. 8. Average authorization time in SDN-RBAC and SDN-RBACa Operational Model.